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the latest release of global mapper is fully integrated with google earth. files can be viewed in google earth, and even used to
create fly through maps and other gis overlays. global mapper can also be used as a standalone application in its own right, with its
own user interface, and many functions can be accessed directly from the tool bar. support for an extensive range of spatial data
formats is provided by the software, including the ability to import files from arc/info, arc/info, and many other formats. as well as a
variety of gis data manipulation tools, global mapper also provides a number of tools for viewing and editing spatial data in google
earth. these include the ability to view vector data overlays in google earth, and perform basic edits to vector data. these
operations include adding and editing vertices, and both editing and adding attributes. spatial data can also be accessed directly
from the google earth interface by performing a query. access to multiple data formats, support for over 50 data providers, powerful
vector and raster data processing tools, and direct integration with google earth make global mapper the most comprehensive gis
software package available. and with over 500 users from around the world, it is also one of the most widely used gis packages in
the world. global mapper is a powerful tool for quickly producing professional looking maps that are easy to share. the software
makes it easy to create maps with the full power of the google earth engine and kml/kmz web map exports. with its extensive
export options, it is possible to create very detailed web maps that can be easily customized. the tool supports a variety of export
formats including: kml/kmz, google earth engine supported extensions, google earth print, and many more. it also includes support
for 3d maps and fly-throughs as well as the ability to import and export 3d maps.
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global mapper also offers the ability to perform spatial analysis on imported or exported datasets. the built-in tools include a variety
of different functions for calculating area, length, and length-weighted area. more advanced features include integrated 2d and 3d
histograms for geometric data, and the ability to calculate a variety of statistics based on the attributes of the features selected. in

addition, global mapper lets users share their maps via email, ftp, or an online map server. maps can also be shared with other
users via ftp, via email, or via a secure web server.  global mapper 18 also offers features for producing panoramic images from
specific map layers. the panorama can be automatically generated from the view area or the view area can be selected from the

main map. the user can also select the size of the final panorama, and specify whether the panorama should be straight or curved.
global mapper 18 also includes a set of tools for creating and editing maps on an online server. map layers can be displayed in a

variety of ways, including traditional map files, 3d views, and web mapping services. users can also create new, customizable, web
mapping services from their map layers. users can create their own web mapping services from any map layers stored in global
mapper 18. global mapper 18 also offers many handy tools for creating custom links to data sources. these include the ability to
search for a specific link, a link to all data sources, a link to a specific feature, or a link to a list of all available features or data

sources. 5ec8ef588b
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